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## Masks of the universe

*reflections of changing ideas on outer space*

1. **Stage of divine powers**
   1.1 focused on the world of the gods
      1.1.1 reflections of heaven
      1.1.2 reaching for the stars
      1.1.3 the gods of the upper world
   1.2 signs of the gods
      1.2.1 meteorites and comets
      1.2.2 supernovas and eclipses
      1.2.3 signs of the zodiac
   1.3 messengers from the upper world
      1.3.1 three kings
      1.3.2 astrologers
      1.3.3 magicians

2. **Dial of masters of time**
   2.1 determining time
      2.1.1 the rotation of Earth and Moon
      2.1.2 the height of the Sun
      2.1.3 distribution of time
   2.2 standardizing time
      2.2.1 the Gregorian calendar
      2.2.2 Greenwich Mean Time
   2.3 exploring history and future
      2.3.1 evolution of solar systems
      2.3.2 evolution of star systems
      2.3.3 evolution of the universe
      2.3.4 time travelling

3. **Atlas of celestial markers**
   3.1 Earth in the universe
      3.1.1 center of the universe
      3.1.2 a planet in a solar system
   3.2 the shape of Earth
      3.2.1 the Earth is round
      3.2.2 the Earth is oblate
   3.3 position on Earth
      3.3.1 orientation at sea
      3.3.2 search for the longitude
      3.3.3 the mapped Earth

4. **Mechanism of geometric forces of attraction**
   4.1 research of celestial mechanics
      4.1.1 focusing on celestial bodies
      4.1.2 zooming in at celestial bodies
      4.1.3 recording of celestial bodies
   4.2 wheels of our solar system
      4.2.1 the Sun and the Moon
      4.2.2 inner planets
      4.2.3 outer planets
   4.3 copying the celestial mechanism
      4.3.1 mechanical planetariums
      4.3.2 electronic planetariums

5. **Domain of exploring spacecraft**
   5.1 gravity conquered
      5.1.1 dreaming of cosmic flights
      5.1.2 development of the military rocket
      5.1.3 flying into space
      5.2 exploration of space
      5.2.1 past the filter of the atmosphere
      5.2.2 investigation of space
      5.2.3 visiting celestial bodies
      5.3 'habitation' of space
      5.3.1 stationary satellites
      5.3.2 space stations for a longer stay

6. **Site of extraterrestrial sources**
   6.1 sources of materials
      6.1.1 development of astrophysics
      6.1.2 visitors from outer space
      6.1.3 stones from outer space
      6.2 sources of extraterrestrial life
      6.2.1 life on the Moon, our neighbour
      6.2.2 life on Mars, our older brother
      6.2.3 life outside our solar system
      6.3 sources of life on Earth
      6.3.1 extraterrestrial visits expected
      6.3.2 extraterrestrial visits investigated
      6.3.3 extraterrestrial visits invented
      6.3.4 extraterrestrial energy: the Sun

---

Left: German mourning-telegram (1938)
1.1.1 reflections of heaven

From times immemorial and all over the world mankind focuses on the upper world, the world of the gods. The basic plan of the 12th century Cambodian temples of Angkor reflects the constellation ‘Dragon’, sign of the Chinese Zodiac.

The Mexican city Teotihuacan has a comparable basic plan with the pyramids of the Sun and the Moon. In this city ‘the way of the dead’ reflects the stars of the Milky Way. The El Caracol observatory in Chichen Itza also shows an emphatic orientation on the stars.

The famous pyramids of Egypt and the Sphinx of Gizeh also have an astronomical basis. Their pattern reflects the stars of the belt of the Orion constellation of 10,500 B.C. Astronomical calculations are being used to estimate the age of the buildings.

This is a rejected design of Yousri of the 1985 issue to commemorate the ‘3rd Conference for Egyptian Emigrants’. It shows the Sphinx above earth. In the morning of the start of spring 10,500 B.C. the Sphinx points to the Lion constellation.
1.1.2 reaching for the stars

Copy of the front of the accompanying envelope.

Mankind is looking for the blessing from above (in his poem Redlin refers to this) and wants to rise to the upperworld (like the Ascension as shown on the mark d'affico of the archbishop of Morolo, 1866).

From Earth mankind is reaching for the upper world, the stars. The Belgium postgram shows respect for the upper world: the stars are being polished.

The way up is laborious. Unwieldily walking the stairs to stars millions of miles away. Postcard of a French prêt-a-poster postal stationery, issued to commemorate the turn of the millennium.
1.1.3 the gods of the upper world

The gods of the upper world are connected with the surrounding celestial bodies. The Sun (god) has a central position. Apollo is the Greek Sun god. Sometimes Helios replaces him. They travel with horse-drawn chariots. The Egyptian Sun god Ra travels by boat.

Aurora is the Roman goddess of the dawn. The celestial body of the Sun gets a face. Letter dated 29th Nov 1819, sent postage free by the postmaster of the city of Aurora, to forward a letter enclosed. Letter dated 9th Feb 1848, sent by Spanish local post 'Compania del Sol'.

The producer of the brand 'sunlight soap' suggests celestial support for his product. Advertisements on the back of stamps of New Zealand, issued in 1893.

The celestial bodies near the Sun are gods as well. During early sunrise or late sunset a beautiful clear wandering star can be seen. Venus, called after the goddess of love and beauty. The pentagram (see the fancy cancellation) is thought to trace its esoteric significance to an astronomical observance of the pattern of Venus' conjunctions with the Sun.

Viracocha - carved on the decorated "Gateway of the Sun" in the ancient (pre-Incan) city of Tiahuanaco (Bolivia) - is the Sun god of the Aymara Indians. Like Apollo and Helios the Hindu Sun god Surya travels with a horse-drawn chariot.

Mercury is the messenger of the gods. The fast moving small planet near the Sun is called after him.
1.1.3 The gods of the upper world

Powerful institutions seek certification from the gods of the upper world. So church towers reach as high as possible in order to receive the blessing.

The Maya and Aztec Indians worship the moon and the sun gods (the Mexican stamp shows the moon god Coyolxauhqui). The pyramids of the Sun and the Moon in Teotihuacan are dedicated to the gods. The Aztec emperor Montezuma frequently makes pilgrimages to the pyramid of the Sun.

The church also refers to divine light or its celestial certification. The printer of the journal 'Semaine catholique' uses stamps before printing to have an easy mass cancellation.

The moon god Tsukiyomi rules Japan. His temple in Kobe is the temple which, if visited on a certain day in the year, is equivalent to making 48000 pilgrimages.

The gate in Landau is built in honour of the sun king, Louis XIV. "Nec pluribus Impar" ("None is equal") shows his overconfidence to be more powerful than the Sun, his celestial counterpart.
1.2.1 meteorites and comets

Meteorites are the most concrete signs of the gods. The Ensisheim meteorite (1492) is the oldest recorded and recovered fall. King Maximilian (of Austria) decides that the fall is a sign of God. He declares that the stone should be kept chained in the church to prevent a return to the upper world. Comets just pass by. They are signs of bad and good events. The Aztec Moctezuma II decides that the comet of 1517 is a sign of his coming defeat by the Spaniards. On the eve of deluge a comet also appears. In Sri Lanka the comet is a god, 'not an omen'.

Tradition says the black stone in the wall of the Kaaba in Mecca was given to Abraham by the archangel Gabriel. Possibly it is a meteorite. The stone is of great importance for the pilgrims in Mecca. In the 16th century comets start to be seen as technical objects. In 1531 Apian discovers that a comet's tail always points away from the Sun. In 1705 Halley predicts the return of the 1682 comet in 1758 (part of printer plate next to original stamp). Sigüenza y Gongora fights the fears for comets with his "Philosophical treatise against comets" (1680).

Meteors are less concrete. They are shooting stars: trails of lights, fragments of material burning up in the atmosphere. They are signs of luck, as on the official proof of Tanzania (line perf. 11, issue has pin perf. 12x12.5). In central Greece the area 'Meteora' is called after its columns of the sky, holy monks live on top of them: between heaven and earth. Halley's Comet is impressive, performing a good show every 76 years. The cross-gutter of a printer's sheet shows it as a sign of upcoming big events (such as the birth of Christ and the invasion of Great Britain by William the Conqueror) and as a study object of Halley.
1.2.2 supernovas and eclipses

During eclipses sunlight (or moonlight) apparently suddenly disappears for a short duration. Eclipses are signs for big events, such as natural disasters and war (such as the defeat of Igor Svetosloavovitsch against the Kumans in 1185 (stamp on the right). In comics, eclipses frequently are lifesavers.

Thales of Miletus is the first who correctly calculates and predicts an eclipse (585 B.C.). The eclipse is for the Medes and the Lydians a sign to stop their war. Thales' fame is used by 'Thaleswerk GmbH', producer of calculators (see the order mark).

Total solar eclipses are also impressive. As sign of God as well as a natural phenomenon. Halfway the nineteenth century astronomers start describing the natural history of eclipses (Letter sent by the ship 'Eclipse' dd. 22/11/1852).

Eclipses are divine affairs. With the French 'crème eclipse' all irregularities vanish magically. The Sun of Hove eclipses your best holidays, even though the Sun is not able to eclipse itself, or? (copies of advertisement and stamps inside booklet)
1.2.3 signs of the zodiac

Besides the western signs of the zodiac the Chinese have their own zodiac. The Chinese zodiac is not based on stars. The Chinese postal stationery describes the western sign Pisces: on the left in red a character description, on the right in green the bringers of good news: favorite stone, colors, number etc.

Just as special events in heaven predict special events on Earth, the daily signs of the zodiac predict events of daily life. The future is ‘written in heaven’ (Ecrit dans le ciel).

The book of the stars (Het Sterrenboek) shows the status of someone’s sign of the zodiac. At the end of each of 14 stories the date and place of birth and the zodiac sign of the author are mentioned. The Dutch booklet from 1999 contains three sheets of Christmas stars.
1.3.1 Three Kings

'Traffic lights' indicate displacements of colour. Nevertheless sheets escape from destruction. The fourth king (queen) is not placed correctly.

Originally, there is no agreement on the number of Persian astrologer-priests, it varies from two to twelve. Because of the displacement of the two colours yellow and red on the telegram three as well as six astrologer-priests can be seen.

The Star of Bethlehem is one of the most special signs of heaven. Three eastern kings travel a long way to see the newborn child Jesus.

They are called also 'The three wise men from the East'. Accurate translations from the original passage describe them as Persian astrologer-priests. They worship the superterrestrial.

From the 7th century onwards the number is three: Casper, Melchior and Balthazar. They recognize the sign of the star. The star guides them to Bethlehem.
1.3.2 astrologers

In ancient cultures, such as the Aztecs, astrologers are important (see stamp in the middle). After a decline in the Middle Ages, Thomas Aquinas starts a European Renaissance of astrology. Early astronomers as Kepler often earn an additional income with predictions.

The Renaissance is based upon the heritage of Aristotle (influence of the planets) and of the Arabs as Alhazen (the book on the stamp of Yugoslavia distinguishes the influence of the stars from that of the planets). Avicenna and Al-Biruni (whose texts are popular during the Renaissance).

Avicenna (980-1037) uses astrology within his medical practice. In Europe Paracelsus (1493-1541) envisions possibilities to use the stars to unravel the secrets of the human mind.

Astrological predictions may turn against their predictors. Because of an erroneous prediction, the observatory of Istanbul is destroyed around 1575. Ulugh Beg (1393-1449) banishes his son because according to the stars he could be a danger. The provoked son returns and kills his father. On the other hand the advertisement on the postal cheque envelope emphasises the positive aspects of knowing your (astrological) future.

The German advertisement considers fate as fixed, it is available for 20 Marks. The inevitable also applies to the predictions of Nostradamus. Birenda anticipates his fate by postponing his coronation (1975) by a year.
The powers of magicians often are superterrestrial. The stars around the fortune-teller on the V-mail (postal enlargement of letter photographed on miniature film) and the magician on the German telegram (on the right, issued in 1983) refer to this.

Theatres are stages to perform magic and fantastic arts. In 1900 in the Wintergarten theatre the famous starry sky is installed in the auditorium. Wintergarten is the best of the variety theatres in Berlin until 1944 (destroyed by bombings).
2.1.1 the rotation of Earth and Moon

Letter of 1834, with mark "CPP": Cursive Post Payé. Indication that receiver should not pay postage. The sender is exempt from postage.

Three cycles are important to determine time. The pendulum of Foucault shows the rotation of Earth, the basis of the cycle of day and night. Swinging in the Panthéon the pendulum is a sensation at the Paris exhibition of 1851. In 1855 it is transferred to swing in the 'Conservatoire des Arts et Métiers'.

The third cycle is the rotation of Earth around the Sun. Combined with the yearly cycle the inclined axis of Earth is the cause for the seasons and the changing length of days. Day and night lengths are equal on the equinoxes. At 'summer solstice' the day is at its longest.

The second cycle is the rotation of the Moon around Earth. The phases of the Moon make it possible to follow the monthly cycle. The waxing Moon in the official stamp of the archives of Lunigiana ('area of the Moon') is a sign of power.

Sundances are important (American) Indian ceremonies during 'summer solstice'. At the end of the 19th century the city of Sundance is named after the Sundance mountain, a sacred place of worship for the Sioux. At the same time U.S. government forbids their celebrations.
2.1.2 the height of the Sun

The key parameter in the Easter calculation is the time of return of the sun to the same equinox. During the 18th and 19th century in Italian and Belgium cathedrals Boskovic and Quetelet laid out meridian lines to measure this cycle. The ‘Rue du Méridien’ in St. Josse-ten-Noode refers to the meridian lines of Quetelet.

Not only sun light, but the shadows also can be watched. In 1276 in China Shoujing builds the tower of Zhou Gong to calculate the start of the seasons.

The moonlight is not suitable to follow the night. The name of the jeweller's shop 'the moon dial' (au cadran lunaire) indicates the following of romance. Because of the advertisement this carte-lettre was allowed to be sold for 5 instead of 13 centimes (ministerial order of 12th May 1887).
2.1.3 distribution of time

The 14th century sees the start of expensive mechanical clocks. They support the status of the secular and clerical administrators and help to regulate daily life. From 1410 onwards the city hall of Prague has a clock. It is based on the geocentric model of the universe.

Next generations of astronomical clocks place the Sun in the center. The astronomical clock in the cathedral of Beauvais is built in 1865, it is based on the clock of Strasbourg cathedral of 1842. Both cathedrals already have their own astronomical clocks from the 14th century onwards.

The 17th century introduces portable watches. The first models have sundials to verify the time (the brand ‘Zonnestand’ refers to this). Mechanics improve quickly, in 1753 Harrison discovers his watches to be more reliable at sea than big clocks.

During the second half of the 19th century the watch becomes public property. Between 1867 and 1900 market leader Elgin increases its production from 30,000 to 100,000 watches.

Time becomes essential for industrial society. In 1852 Greenwich observatory introduces the distribution of time signals for many watches and clocks. In 1864 Athens observatory predicts the duration of twilight to have efficient street lighting.
2.2.1 the Gregorian calendar

According to legend Romulus introduces a moon-calender with 10 months. June is the fourth month. Later on January and February are being added and the months following June are being named after the emperors Julius and Augustus. The calendar becomes a real sun-calender with a leap day: the Julian calendar.

In 1582 the Julian calendar is 10 days behind the seasons. Pape Gregory XIII adjusts the calendar by deleting 10 days in October 1582. Soon afterwards his Gregorian calendar is in use in the Roman Catholic world. This includes Mexico and France, despite the calender stone of the Aztec and the French Republican calendar of 1793-1805. The letter has been sent on the 26th Germinal 12 (~16th april 1804).

Astronomers try to align the calendars with the seasons. Thus Zhang Heng (78-139) reforms the Chinese calendar in 123. Around 1440 in Samarkand Ulugh Beg calculates the Earth to go round the Sun in 365.2425 days. The Julian calendar has a length of 365.25 days: every 128 years one day short.

Gradually the calendar becomes standard: thus Leibniz promotes its introduction in Protestant Europe around 1700. Milankovic helps with the adjustment of the Russian calendar in 1917. In 1893 Russia lags 12 days behind. This card travels from Finland (23/11/93) via Russia (13/11/93) to North-America (7/12/93).
2.2.2 Greenwich Mean Time

Train traffic necessitates time zones and standard time. In 1869 Langley is the first to distribute standard time from the Pittsburgh observatory to the railways. Fleming extrapolates Langley’s American model with 3 time zones to a model with 24 zones for the world. Each zone covers 1 hour of the day.

In the 17th century - under Louis XIV - French surveying prospers, owing to Cassini, director of the observatory of Paris. The meridian of Paris - based on the observatory - becomes very important. In 1883 it still is, however in 1884 it is being defeated by Greenwich to become the prime meridian.

In 1884 the model of Fleming becomes standard on the International Prime Meridian Conference of Washington. On the other side of the world, the international date line is determined to be near Tonga and Niuafou. Above an adjusted design of a stamp, commemorating the conference of 1884.

Because of the loss, the official time distributed in Paris in 1968 (D.E.H.O.: Distribution Electric de l’Heure Officielle) is based on Greenwich Mean Time.
In 1634, France decides that the meridian of Ferro (island of the Canaries) is the reference on maps as the most western position of the Old World and also thought to be exactly 20 degrees west of Paris. While in 1884 Greenwich defeats Paris to become the prime meridian, in 1917 the meridian of Ferro still is the reference on maps of e.g. Germany and Russia (top left). In 1918 the new Latvian government orders for 3,000,000 postage stamps to be printed on the backs of German infantry maps. Although there is a shortage of paper, there is a surplus of maps with excellent paper quality. The stamps are printed on the unprinted backs of unfinished maps.
2.2.2 Greenwich Mean Time

From 1892 onwards Dutch telegraphic time is based on Greenwich. The text on the telegram of 1902 refers to Greenwich: "De tijd... naar den meridiaan van Greenwich". Between 1909 and 1940 Greenwich time is replaced by the local time of the Westertoren in Amsterdam.

In 1903 the Union Observatory of Johannesburg is founded for weather forecasts and a time service. Director Van den Bos (1941-1956) improves the time services, it earns the observatory the epithet 'Greenwich of South-Africa'. Also here Greenwich is a standard.
2.3.1 evolution of solar systems

In the 18th century Kant and Laplace assume that planets come into being from nebulae around the sun. For this purpose Laplace uses the nebula-observations of Herschel.

At the end of the 18th century Herschel discovers planetary nebulae (such as the ring nebula in Lyra). However, the nebulae are stars with a solar mass of between 0.1 and 1.4, in their last stage emitting gases. Heavier stars explode at the end, possibly leaving a pulsar behind (as in the egg nebula). So, the mass of stars determines their evolution. During the initial period of the observatory of Ottowa (founded in 1905) double stars are being followed by spectroscope in order to estimate their masses.

A century earlier Descartes has written the basis for this. His main work is 'Discours de la méthode' (not 'sur la méthode' as on the first issue of the French stamp).

Analysis of orbits of double stars provides the only way to determine the masses of stars directly. Alongside the spectroscopic research of Ottowa, the university of Minnesota follows double stars discovered by their proper motion (perurbation U OF M), while the Bosscha observatory studies visual double stars (printer's waste shown below the regular stamp). The first systematic research of double stars dates back to 1837 (performed in the observatory of Dorpat (Tartu)).
2.3.2 evolution of star systems

In the 19th century spiral arms are discovered in one of the nebulae of Herschel: in the Whirlpool galaxy (NGC 5194).

30% of star systems have a spiral structure. At the end of the 19th century Kobold, astronomer of the Strasbourg observatory, discovers the preferred directions of stars in our Milky Way. Our own galaxy also has a spiral structure.

The Andromeda spiral nebula also is a galaxy. In 1923 Hubble shows that it is outside our Milky Way. Not all nebulae are galaxies. Some - as the Eagle nebula and the Orion nebula - are starforming regions for stars in our Milky Way. The stars come into being in groups, in complexes of nebulae of dust and gases.

The Seven Sisters (the Pleiades) is a famous open star cluster (without binoculars: seven stars) that also indicates the creation of stars in groups. As time goes by open star clusters dissolve in the Milky Way. Their numerous presence is an indication for the relative youth of our Milky Way and the universe.

Due to a lack of postage stamps in 1991 in Estonia Tartu post office issues 16 different value 'stamps' - perfostrips made from white, light blue and dark blue paper - with a Tartu postmark of 19-12-1991. The tapes have been produced with a computer of Tartu observatory.

At Tartu Observatory specific software has been developed to support analysis of irregularly spaced time series of observations. The analyses provide more insight into the evolution of stars, star systems and the universe.
2.3.3 evolution of the universe

In 1842 Doppler predicts a decrease of frequency of star light of sources receding from Earth: the red shift (see misprint). From 1868 onwards Huggins and Secchi try in vain to observe the red shift by studying the spectra of stars. Around 1890 efforts are successful.

In 1912 the first big red shift has been found: of the galaxy NGC 4594. Lemaitre combines this with Einstein's Theory of Relativity to formulate his Big Bang theory of an expanding universe. Subsequently Hubble discovers the relation between redshift and distance of galaxies.

As member of the Royal Prussian Academy of Sciences Einstein completes his Theory of Relativity in 1916. Astronomical observations (e.g. in Berlin) confirm the theory in 1918 and 1919.

In 1965 Penzias and Wilson discover cosmic background radiation, the remnant heat left over from the Big Bang (see also the text on the back of the booklet). During the Big Bang hydrogen and helium are the heaviest elements. Fowler studies the formation of heavier elements in nuclear reactions in stars.

When Einstein publishes his theory, he takes a static universe for granted. To keep the universe static, he introduces a 'cosmological constant' in his equations. Later he 'annuls' this unnecessary factor (The stamps have been used to indicate the contents of the package, they bear the perforation 'Annul').
In 1985 Sagan tries to find a better foundation for time travel in one of his SF-stories. He starts the discovery that Einstein's Theory does not exclude time travel through black holes. An alternative way uses millisecond pulsars, rapidly rotating neutron stars found by Hewish in 1957. Fantasy (time machines) is the easiest way, as Doctor Who uses the 'Tardis' to meet the Daleks.

On the occasion of the turn of the millennium, the Turkish post issues a special postal envelope to write letters to the future. While writing, the author is time travelling.

While in the sixties Doctor Who is time travelling himself, in the nineties Mulder and Scully of the X-files meet the future. What future time travelling entities will pay us a visit?

KEO is a satellite to be scheduled to be launched carrying a diversity of messages of the present to the future. KEO also is called 'the archeological bird of the future'.
3.1.1 center of the universe

The great thinker Aristotle (384-322 B.C.) puts Earth in the center of a perfect universe, with smooth celestial bodies moving in circles. The astronomer Ptolemy (ca. 100-180) grounds his model with his standard work 'Almagest'. By exception Aristarchus of Samos (310-230 B.C.) puts the Sun in the center.

The young Pole Copernicus (1473-1543) studies in Bologna (1496-1501) and experiences the Italian Renaissance. Back in Poland he writes - after a lot of study - a 'second Almagest', in which the Sun replaces the Earth as center of the universe (400 years later Camp Woldenberg honours his work).

The Islamic astronomers al-Khwarizmi (ca. 780-850) and al-Biruni (973-1048) - left on the stamp with the misperforation - criticizes Ptolemy who seems to have chosen 'fitting' observations only. The standard of the Almagest starts to shift. Al-Haitham (965-1040) writes his 'Doubts on Ptolemy'.

Copernicus bases on Islamic observations and theory. In the 11th and 13th century in Moorish Spain observations are being recorded in the Toledan (al-Zarqali, 1028-1087) and Alfonso (King Alfonso X, 1221-1284) tables respectively. The theory probably is al-Tusi's (1201-1274), translated by Postel in 1536.

While in the Islamic world the Almagest loses ground, it maintains its prominent position in the Dark Ages of Christian Europe. The Europeans do not have such advanced instruments as the sextant of 40m of Ulugh Beg. His death in 1449 marks the end of the development of Islamic astronomy.

The limited practical value and the expected opposition of the Protestants - the Reformation has begun - restrains Copernicus from publishing his work "De revolutionibus orbium coelestium" till 1543, just before his death.
3.1.1 center of the universe

The work of Copernicus is not an immediate success. Brahe (1546-1601) understands the advantages of the heliocentric model. However, as a Lutheran he cannot accept a moving Earth, so he introduces a compromise in his own model. In 1573 he sees a stellar nova, a phenomenon that does not fit in the stable universe of Aristotle.

In 1601 Shakespeare - convinced that the Sun does move - writes in Hamlet: "Doubt thou the stars are fire; Doubt that the Sun does move". The Copernican theory has not yet attracted many supporters. This is about to change.

A century later the "Sun fire insurance office" does not doubt the stars are fire, but considers the Sun as a certainty in the skies. The support of Galileo for Copernican theory forces this change. In Padua he gives public lectures during the appearance of the supernova of 1604, attacking the Aristotelian idea of the immutability of the heavens.

In 1609 he constructs the first astronomical telescope. His observations confirm Copernican theory. The doctrine of Aristotle becomes out of date: Jupiter has moons (not everything circles around Earth), the Sun has spots, the Moon has craters (imperfect celestial bodies) and Venus has phases (does not circle around Earth).

In 1852 this letter is shipped by the 'Galileo' from Genova to Livorno.

In 1616 pope Paul V declares the Copernican idea of heliocentrism heretical and in 1632 Galileo is forced to recant his heliocentric views. It takes until the 19th century for the Holy Office to tolerate publications about the movement of the earth. In 1993 pope Paul II formally acquits Galileo of heretical support for Copernicus's heliocentrism.
3.1.2 a planet in a solar system

Kepler (1571-1630) - between 1600 and 1601 assistant of Brahe - is committed to heliocentrism, as a divine harmonic system. Earth is a planet. Kepler shows the nature of the planetary orbits not to be circular (as Aristotle states), but elliptical.

Though Kepler's model fits, he is unable to explain it. In 'Principia' (1687) Newton provides with his law of universal gravitation an explanation. Combining Newton's law with observed deviations in the orbit of Uranus, Le Verrier calculates a new planet (Neptune) and guides its discovery in 1846.

Round 1839 Struve measures demonstrably the stellar parallax, empirical proof of heliocentrism. In 1839 Struve becomes director of the new Pulkova observatory in St. Petersburg. As member of the Russian Academy of Sciences he is exempt from postage within Russia.

Letter dated 12th July 1645 of a young 'Sun king' Louis XIV, sent from Paris to State Councillor Pierre de Marca, inspector general in Catalonia (Spain).

Mid 17th century the Copernican revolution is essentially complete. As a youngster Louis XIV receives his nick name 'Sun king' when he plays a rising Sun in the 'Ballet de Nuit'. As 'Sun king' he is the center of the universe.

During the siege of Paris the balloon 'Le Kepler' flies to Montigné-le-Brillant (near Laval) on the 11th January 1871.

Letter from 1852, sent from London, via Ostend and Aachen to Struve in St. Petersburg. Prepaid for Ostend: 1s1d. Credit to Prussia 1s3d. Credit to Russia 6s.6d.
3.2.1 the Earth is round

At first man sees the universe as a disc. From Greece a new image develops - with the stars orbiting around Earth at a fixed distance - as shown by the Arabic celestial globe from 1279 and the oldest celestial globe of the Farnese Atlas.

The Greek also discover that Earth is a globe: walking along the north-south axis the constellations turn over. The stamps in the middle show Orion from the north and the south. The Apollo 8 mission confirms the spherical shape of Earth.

Aristarchus of Samos manages to estimate the size of the moon. With Camels (to measure a long distance) and shadows Eratosthenes measures the size of the Earth. In the Renaissance the size of the Earth is 25% less than the actual size.

The turning over of the constellation of the giant and great hunter Orion inspires a Viennese shoe shop (postal stationery printed to private order).

The God Atlas is the bearer of the universe. At first he bears the globe of the whole universe, later the globe of it's center, Earth, only. Atlas represents power (perfin ATLAS of 'Atlas Powder Co' and postal stationery printed to private order 'Atlas Works').
3.2.2 the Earth is oblate

In 1683 King Louis XIV and minister Colbert support Cassini to try to demonstrate the round shape of the Earth. After his measurement of an arc of the meridian between the northern and southern borders of France he proposes a terrestrial spheroid elongated at the poles.

For centuries geographers - as al-Biruni (9th century) - calculate a fixed latitude of places. In 1765 Euler predicts variations of the latitude, because of a movement of the axis of the Earth.

In 1736 two expeditions lead by La Condamine and Maupertuis correct the results of Cassini: the Earth is oblate (at the poles). Together with Celsius, Maupertuis measures the arc of a meridian in Lapland. The booklet shows the map of Lapland with the triangulations of Maupertuis.

In Ecuador La Condamine also measures an arc of a meridian (proofs of a commemorative issue from 1936). The results of the two expeditions confirm the assumptions of Newton about the shape of the Earth. A monument on the equator commemorates the La Condamine expedition (promotional postal stationery of Ecuador).

This movement shows that the Earth is not a perfect sphere. From the end of the 19th century five observatories register this movement particularly. Since 1899 in Carloforte (Italy) and Mizusawa (Japan). At the start of the 20th century the highland of Ecuador is being measured for a second time. The astronomical observatory of Quito, in use since 1877, supports this '2nd Mision Geodesica'.
3.3.1 orientation at sea

At first Europeans use the constellations Ursa Major and Ursa Minor for navigation. Phoenicians introduce the Polar Star for navigation. This star - also named the Phoenician Star - is a certainty in the sky: it marks the North.

The white star Sirius is the brightest star in the sky (constellation Canis Major) and has a white dwarf as companion. Names of ships refer to this star, that is important for navigation.

Navigation by the stars (printing proof of Tonga) is a big test on the journeys in the Pacific in the 15th century. The saying is that the sailor follows the stars.

Visually Ursa Major is not far from the Polar Star. The two highest stars on the Japanese fieldpost card point to the Polar Star (not on the card). So, the Polar Star can be found.

The 'White Star Line' also refers to Sirius. Since 1870 the shipping company sails transatlantic. In 1934 a merger with 'Cunard' takes place: the perfin CWS Ltd refers to Cunard White Star Limited.

In the same period European sailors use the cross-staff, quadrant or astrolabe (on the back of the Spanish booklet) to determine latitude.
3.3.2 search for the longitude

Too many ships go down because they get lost. In 1598 Philip III of Spain offers a prize to find the longitude at sea. Ten years before the Spanish Armada fails to find longitude, sails into the rocky coast of Scotland/Ireland and is defeated by the British. To find longitude, time is essential. In search of a 'celestial clockwork', Charles II founds Greenwich in 1674.

The pendulum clock of Huygens - designed in 1657 - is not reliable at a stormy sea. From 1730 onwards Halley (astronomer of Greenwich) supports Harrison’s development of a reliable sea clock, tested by Cook (specimen of Hungary) on his journey around the world.

In 1472 Regiomontanus introduces the method of lunar distance (based on the Moon, eclipsing parts of the zodiac) to determine longitude. He works in what is now called the Dürerhaus in Nürnberg (the earliest European observatory). The method is unsuccessful, but still in use when watches are expensive.

Galileo (portrait based on etching of Ottavio Leoni) explores an other way to determine longitude. He uses the moons of Jupiter as a celestial clock, they are too difficult to observe however.

The card is taxed because the postage was valid only during the Reichswinterhilfe Lotterie 1934/5.

Shipnames honour his attempts to support navigation at sea. Above a letter sent in 1863 by the steamship 'Jupiter' (cancel KDOPA: Königliches Dänisches Oberpost Amt Hamburg), below a letter of 1897, with the postmark of the steamship 'Galileo'.
In 1642 the colonial naval power Denmark founded the first national observatory to determine longitude at sea. Many ships go down because they get lost, such as the 'Batavia' before the coast of Western Australia. The ship was not able to find longitude.

In 1830 the U.S. Naval Observatory is instituted for purely navigational reasons. The chronometer is coming into widespread use, navigational instruments and charts need a centralized location for calibration, repair and distribution.

Navigators need time and an almanac with reference observations, as the yearly issue of the 'Bureau des Longitudes' (1795). Others exist (e.g., an almanac from Bogota, 1860) with variable references. The variations cause miscalculations as with the perforation.

In 1884 Greenwich-meridian becomes the standard reference. Whitaker's first almanack is published in 1868. It contains astronomical reference data provided by Greenwich observatory. Early type of Mudgey facsimile envelope (of the 1860's), no postage is included.

During the second half of the 19th century Australian observatories are established to provide accurate time for ship's chronometers. Melbourne and Sydney are the first. Time balls (as in Greenwich) are used to tell the ships the correct time. Disasters as with the Batavia must be prevented.
3.3.3 the mapped Earth

In 1582 Sievin introduces the decimal system of notating fractions: basis for the success of the decimal system. After the revolution of 1789 the French introduce the decimal system for distance: the meter. The meter equals 1/10,000,000 of a quarter of a meridian. The convention of 1875 makes it an international standard.

Local offices for ‘weights and measures’ ensure that a uniform and accurate system of weights and measures is used, e.g. by calibration of instruments. Official stamps with perforation ‘V.G.’.

Surveys require the deployment of astronomical instruments. Sextants of e.g. the Freiberger Präzisionsmechanik are needed for orientation. Special German units (39496N-Astron.Mess Truppen 721-725) use sextants for astronomical orientation in the Sahara.

For geodetic work as mapping and triangulations the German firm Sickler produces astronomical theodolites and level instruments. Sickler theodolites are used by the railways in Baden (Germany).
During the 18th century the world gets mapped. The astronomer/surveyor Banneker (see misperforation) is mapping parts of the USA from 1791 onwards. Great Indian surveys start in 1767. In 1802 the Madras observatory becomes point of reference for the triangulation of the surveys.

At the end of the 19th century Antarctica is the last continent to be mapped. The Belgica expedition of Adrien de Gerlache maps in 1897-9 a part of it. Georges Lecointe, second in command on the Belgica, makes the geophysical observations (Letter sent postage free by Lecointe, after the expedition director of the royal observatory in Ukkal).

In the 19th century the Dutch have regional maps with no matching coordinates. A national map is needed. The ‘Onze Lieve Vrouwe toren’ in Amersfoort forms the basis for the national triangulation that starts in 1885.

The triangulation is done by the ‘Rijkscommissie voor graadmeting’ and lasts till 1928. The commission needs astronomers to calculate the astronomical latitude and azimuth on fourteen reference positions (Letter sent postage free by a member of the commission).
4.1.1 focusing on celestial bodies

Directional observation of celestial bodies is the basis for the calculation of their orbits. In the classical antiquity observers as Hipparchus and Ptolemy produce important catalogues of stars with their positions. The mechanistic universe of the age of reason solves the riddle of their orbits. A poster of the Munich 1908 exhibition shows the mechanistic universe: the Milky Way as a wheel of industry.

With the equatorial of Gou Shoujing (1270) the orbit of a celestial body can be followed. It is a 'equatorially mounted' armillary ring, needing one rotation (from east to west) to follow the curved paths of the stars, permitting more precise observations to be made.

The movements of celestial bodies ask for explanation. In the 17th century Von Guericke suggests magnetism as the force of the celestial mechanism. Kepler formulates three laws for the movements of the planets: he discovers the elliptical nature of planetary orbits.

At the start of the twentieth century man has more control over nature and cosmos. Progress is a victory of the technical ratio. The publisher Franck'sche Verlagshandlung (perfin PV) issues the scientific magazine 'Kosmos' from 1903 onwards.
4.1.2 zooming in at celestial bodies

In 1609 Galileo is the first to zoom in at celestial bodies with a telescope. The lenses of his telescope refract the light: a refractor. In 1611 Kepler adjusts the lenses to have a larger view and greater magnification, but gets chromatic aberration as well.

In 1672 Newton introduces a telescope that reflects the light: a reflector. It stands the proof of colour (see colour proof of Tonga) and is especially suitable for the study of faint objects. So, in 1781 Herschel discovers Uranus and in 1845 Lord Rosse spiral galaxies.

At the start of the 19th century Fraunhofer manages to minimize chromatic aberration in refractors. The German optical industry (with others: Carl Zeiss (pafin CZ) with astronomer Abbe) is at a height.

The success of the refractor is international and continues through halfway the 19th century (Enlarged advertisement of Harris achromatic telescopes from Mulready 'The envelope select advertiser', No. 1 30th May 1840, sold at a reduced price of 8d per dozen).

In 1960 a Russian 266cm-reflector sees first light in the Crimea (the observatory has its own post office). In the USA Cerro Tololo (400cm) and Keck (multiple mirrors, aperture 900cm) start in 1974 and 1990 respectively. The Zelenchukskaja reflector in the Caucasus is the largest with a traditional single mirror (1976, 600cm).
4.1.3 recording of celestial bodies

The 16th century sees the start of recording celestial bodies in printed atlases. On the work of De Vecchi and Copernicus the Lyra (near Swan) is printed on Eagle. In 1801 Eagle has been left out in Bode’s atlas. Bode’s atlas is the first to show all stars - observable with the naked eye - in 99 constellations.

During the siege of Paris in 1870/71 the Prussians shoot the 25th balloon - Le Daguerre - down, but the crew manages to keep one postal bag out of their hands. The letters receive an arrival postmark of the end of November 1870 (copy of back).

Bode is the last to group stars in constellations. They have become too numerous. In 1839 photography brings relief. Arago presents the cameras of Daguerre - the daguerrotypes - to the academy of sciences.

In 1860 this letter is sent by the 'Arago' to France. The merchant steamship is built in 1855, two years after the death of Arago. It keeps the name until around 1863.

Even though the first picture of the Moon is no success, Arago - director of the observatory of Paris - recognizes its value for astronomy. In 1845 Foucault produces the first daguerrotypes of the Sun.

In line with this Paris becomes in 1887 headquarters of a world wide project to photograph the starry sky with 18 observatories: the Carte du Ciel. Every observatory has to make 22,000 photographs.

Volume II of the 'Magazine of science and school of arts' contains a good illustrated two-part article "Process of the daguerrotypes". One of the first articles on the subject. (Enlarged advertisement from Mulready 'Slöper's Commercial Postage Advertiser' No. 5 May 1841, sold at a reduced price of 10d per dozen).

In his Majesty's Service.

David Gill (official mail of Gill as Her Majesty's Astronomer at the Cape of Good Hope), is initiator of the project. Gill is leader in the use of photography in the preparation of star catalogs and produces a photographic survey of the Southern Hemisphere. In 1877 he is on Ascension Island to measure the solar parallax.
4.1.3 recording of celestial bodies

In the fifties the production of Schmidt-cameras increases, e.g. for Uccle (Belgium, 1958, the stamp shows the camera). From 1960 onwards the biggest is in service in Tautenburg.

After Tautenburg, Palomar has the biggest Schmidt-camera. Between 1949 and 1956 the sky is being photographed and mapped with this camera.

Zeiss is one of the producers of the standard astrograph of the Carte du Ciel-project. With a multiple apochromatic lens chromatic aberration is almost eliminated. The Tessar-camera of Zeiss consists of four lenses, as can be seen in the eye of the eagle. In the thirties the Schmidt-camera supersedes the astrograph. The stamps have been perforated with the initials of Carl Zeiss.

The Schmidt-camera is capable of photographing big parts of the universe. It is developed by Bernard Schmidt, first photo is made in 1930.

In the same year a big Schmidt-camera is also being installed in the observatory of Elisabethville (Belgium Congo).

Telescopes not only are capable of photographing bigger parts of the sky, they also become faster. From 1947 onwards the observatory of Haute-Provence photographs variable stars with an electronic telescope.
In 1770 Euler calculates the distance to the Sun, center of the mechanism of our solar system: more than 151 million km. This is the first result within the current boundaries of 147 and 152 million km. In 1931 Spencer Jones, director of Cape observatory between 1923 and 1933, uses the parallax of Eros for a result of 149.6 million km.

Research of the corona (Mexican booklet with postal tax stamps of 1930) of the Sun reveals its composition and temperature. During eclipses with the Moon a red line emerges, a sign of hydrogen. Tacchini sets up an observation network for daily spectroscopic monitoring of the Sun.

Moon research has its revivals with new technology. In 1609 Galilei (portrait based on etching of Ottavio Leoni) discovers craters with a telescope and in 1647 Hevelius gives them names. In 1839 Bessel (specimen) uses an a-chromatic refractor for the first measurements of its formations.

Study of the Sun leads to the discovery of the sunspot cycles of eleven years (by Von Humboldt in 1851). The observatory of Zürich is known for its sunspot number or Wolf number, named after its director. In 1980 the observatory stops service, since then the observatory of Brussels determines the sunspot number.

Director Schmidt of the in 1842 founded observatory of Athens also uses an a-chromatic refractor of Fraunhofer. He publishes an atlas of the Moon. In 1866 he reports the first serious observation of a later reputed change on the Moon.
4.2.2 inner planets

The inner planets Mercury and Venus orbit near the Sun. Based on the 18th century observations from the observatory of Vilnius - misperforation because of a crease in paper - the orbit of Mercury has been calculated. A century before her phases have been discovered and the transit before the Sun in 1631 has been predicted by Kepler. Gassendi observes the transit.

In the 19th century Le Verrier supposes a third inner planet, Vulcanus, because of discrepancies in the orbit of Mercury. Around 1930 the surface of Mercury is being mapped by Meudon, the rotation period is estimated at 88 days. Einstein has a new explanation for the discrepancies in Mercury's orbit: the theory of relativity. Vulcanus does not exist.

In 1878 the high location of the observatory of Pic du Midi is being selected for the favourable weather. However, it is the weather that prevents the observation of the Venus transit of 1882. Later the rotation period of Venus is determined from Pic du Midi: 243 days.

Venus is known for her beauty. During her transit of 1761 the Russian astronomer Lomonosov discovers the atmosphere of Venus. The atmosphere merely consists of vitriol.

Her scarce transits (4 in 243 years) are used to measure the distance to the Sun by measuring the parallax. In 1769 Cook and Hell travel for their observations to the Pacific and the polar circle respectively. Euler observes the transit from Russia. The result: 151 million km.

In 1874 and 1882 the U.S. Naval Observatory organizes expeditions to time the transit of Venus to determine the scale of the solar system. It watches the more common transits of Mercury (1868, 1878, 1881, 1891) as well, but the planet is too close to the Sun to measure the parallax.

The first task of the national observatory of Mexico - that uses official stamps for the mail - is the observation of a Mercury transit in 1878, to be followed by a Venus transit in 1882. The Mercury transit of 1986 is the twelfth of the 20th century.
4.2.3 outer planets

The outer planets stand further away from the Sun than Earth does. Mars, Jupiter and Saturn are known from times immemorial. From the 17th century onwards the telescope brings more details to light: Jupiter has four moons (1610), Saturn rings (1656) and the red planet Mars two moons (1877).

Because of its rings Saturn is the most striking planet of our solar system. As the most beautiful planet it can be found on many drawings of the universe, as on this German parcel stamp.

In 1846 Neptune is discovered because of discrepancies in the orbit of Uranus, the planet found by Herschel in 1781. Smaller bodies as planetoids, asteroids and comets also are discovered. The bloc has been used to indicate the contents of the package. It is annulated with a perforation.

Even though the observatory of Brussels (in 1890 moved to Uccle) has a tradition in discovering small celestial bodies, Pluto has not been recognized on a picture from 1927. Tombaugh recognizes the new planet in 1930. In the 'Planets Suite' of Gustav Holst from 1916 Pluto is not yet present.
4.3.1 mechanical planetarium

Around 250 B.C. Archimedes makes the first orrery, with moving Sun, Moon and planets. During the siege of Paris by the Prussians the balloon 'Archimedes' flies with 220 kg mail to Breda on the 21st November 1870.

Until the Renaissance a celestial globe composed of rings, an armillary sphere, is popular. Big armillaries, as Brahe's, are being used for observatories. Independently, the instrument is being developed in China as well.

In 1682 Christiaan Huygens designs an orrery. By applying the mathematical principles of continued fractions he is able to imitate the movements of the planets. Modern planetariums still apply this principle.

Almost a century later the Frisian Eisinga builds a huge clockwork - connected to the ceiling of the living room - to move the six planets in their elliptic orbits. The planets move in "real time", Saturn for example goes in 29.5 years round the Sun.

Around 1908 in the German museum in Munich (advertisement on Kartenbrief VIII, Munich) planetariums imitate the movements in the universal systems of Ptolemy and Copernicus. Around 1920 Zeiss builds the last big mechanical planetarium for the museum, to be followed by the first temporary projection planetarium.
4.3.2 electronic planetariums

During the twenties many German cities want a Zeiss planetarium. Stuttgart opens in 1928, the twelfth German city. Two years later the first American city has a Zeiss-planetarium: the Adler-planetarium in Chicago.

Carl Zeiss founds the optical works at Jena (Selbstbucher-Paketzettel). He becomes leader in the production of astronomical instruments and planetariums.

In 1933 the Fels planetarium is the second American. In 1936 Spitz starts to work at the Fels planetarium and develops educational applications. He develops a simple and low-cost planetarium for schools: the Spitz Model A-1. Later he makes a bigger Model B, e.g. in use in the planetarium of Montevideo from 1955 onwards.

After the opening of the first projection planetarium of Zeiss in Munich in 1923 it returns to Jena for more testing. It is in use until 1926, to be replaced by Jena’s permanent planetarium (perfin C2: Carl Zeiss).

During the second world war many Zeiss planetariums are lost. After the war the Moscow planetarium from 1929 is the biggest (dome diameter 25m). The planetarium of Prague, open since 1960, is with a dome of 23.5 meter one of the biggest as well.
5.1.1 dreaming of cosmic flights

Walt Disney Home Video
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Witches and magicians are the first humans who can withstand gravity. Their flying with broomstick and carpets shows their supposed great powers.

In Greek mythology Icarus flies to the Sun by his own strength, but falls back to Earth when his stuck-on feathers (see the stuck-on paper transition) come loose because of the heat of the Sun.

A few decades after the first balloon flight (1783) Cayley defines the principles of mechanical flight, but the (steam)engine itself is too heavy. Between 1806 and 1817 Degen tries in vain to fly with a flapping machine, driven by human power.

Around 1800 - based on rockets developed in China from 1232 onwards - the British colonel Congreve makes rockets of 12kg with a reach of 2 km. He sends this letter, probably transported by an acquaintance, to the Royal Rocket Horse Artillery during flights in Flanders.

Around 1828-1840 'Golightly'-cartoons are published with horsemen on rocket flying machines. Such a cartoon is copied by the artist of this caricature Mulready (correctly taxed), issued by Mason. In 1898 Tsilovsky lays the foundation of his rocket theory.
5.1.2 development of the military rocket

During the thirties in Germany development of rockets becomes a military affair. Between the artillery ranges of the testing ground at Kummersdorf the army secretly develops rockets. In 1936 lack of space and secrecy forces a move to Peenemünde.

Fear for bombings causes the production of the rocket to go underground (in the Harz mountains). Prisoners assemble the V-2 in Dora, part of camp Buchenwald. For secrecy their mail goes via Sangerhausen.

Von Braun is director of the research program that leaks out during the war. In 1943 the RAF bombs Peenemünde. Covered by the ruins the research program continues. The mail gets a pseudonym in the 'Briefstempel': Heimat Artillerie Park 11.

From the end of 1943 the V-2's are being tested operationally in Poland, out of reach of the British bombers. Ballistic tests take place at the Heidelager/Bilzna SS-range.
5.1.2 development of the military rocket

Parallel to the V-2 the Germans also develop a flying bomb with a rocket engine: the V-1. In June 1944 the 155th Flakregiment 'Wachtel' starts the V-1 offensive against London. From 27 January 1944 onwards Briefstempel L 49303 is being used by Kommando Wachtel.

The attacks with the V-1 and V-2 cause a lot of terror and pain, but cannot defeat the allies.

At Marquise another V-weapon is being developed: the V-3 "the London Cannon". In April and May 1944 Marquise is heavily hit by RAF-bombers. The cannon will never be used.

The sound of the Argus As 109-014 engine gives the V-1 the nickname Buzz-bomb. Contrary to the V-2, the V-1 can be intercepted during the flight.

On the 8th March 1945 a V-1 hits the "8 Base Army Post Office" in Antwerp and probably damages the newly installed (on the 10th of February) stampmachine. On the 29th of March the machine is taken out of service.

At the end of the war the weapons have been defeated. Both the American and the Russian forces now focus on the available scientific research material of the German rocket scientists.
After the second world war the leader of the Russian rocket development Korolev studies the German V-2's. He designs the combustion engine for the Sputnik-rocket. To have more power the engines are being combined as with the Proton-rocket (20 RD107-engines).

The Americans test the V-2's extensively at Fort Bliss. To have more power they not only combine powerful engines, they also try atomic propulsion in the sixties. This works for satellites, e.g. the SNAP-ionengine, but does not for boosters.

The French use bases in Algeria for their rocket development of Véronique rockets. In 1955, the C.I.E.E.S. is already testing at Colomb-Bechar for eight years. In 1963 a Véronique rocket launches the first cat into space. Félix returns by parachute.

The French experience is used for the first European booster, launched in 1979: Ariane (specimen-postmark). The rocket takes off from Kourou (French Guyana) because it costs less energy to enter space from around the equator.

The Germans are forced to stop their rocket development. But the rockets have made a huge impact and symbolize innovation. The fountain pen 'Rakete' looks like a rocket and goes along with 'Columbus' (postal cheque envelope with advertisement on the back, 1947).

The Chinese space program uses Long March boosters. In 1992 the Shenzhou program, the second Chinese manned space program, starts. In 2003 and 2005: the Shenzhou 5 and 6 complete the first Chinese manned space missions.
5.2.1 past the filter of the atmosphere

This Polish bloc has been sold with a surcharge of 166% on behalf of the first Polish stratosphere flight.

Unhindered by the atmosphere the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) peers further into space than ever before. So, HST has photographed the aftermath of a 100 million year old cosmic collision of the NGC 1316 with a smaller galaxy. HST helps us to understand the past.

In 1931 Piccard measures cosmic radiation in the stratosphere for the first time at a height of 16 km. In 1933, after the SSR-1 rises to 19 km, the Americans study at 22 km with the Explorer II. In 1938 Poland follows, the German invasion prevents a second Polish flight in 1939.

After 1945, research continues with rockets and satellites. In 1958 Explorer I measures a lot of energy in the outer layers of the atmosphere: the Van Allen-belts. In the sixties the ionosphere is studied for the transmission of low frequency waves (FR1, reproduced on the colour proof with rings) and high frequency waves (official mail of German headquarters for telecommunication).

In 1983 Exosat locates cosmic sources of X-ray radiation. The radiation is unable to penetrate the atmosphere to reach earth. In 1974 ANS uses a UV-telescope and two X-ray sensors to study young hot stars.
5.2.2 investigation of space

Following Newton's introduction of an artificial moon (in Principia, 1687) to explain the orbit of the real moon, Hale describes it in 'The Brick Moon' (1869). The 'Brick Moon' supports navigation at sea. Hale does not describe how he gets his moon into orbit.

In 1911 Tsiolkovsky describes how a rocket becomes a satellite. Although rockets have sufficient power in 1957, there is no Russian first rocket launch on 17th September (100th birthday of Tsiolkovsky). Till then the Americans think they are 'first in rocket power'.

17 days later the first satellite, the Sputnik, is launched. Immediately the Sputnik, a ball of 83 kg, becomes symbol of Russian technological superiority. During three months this first explorer in space orbits around earth, until it burns in the atmosphere.

For the International Geophysical Year (1957-8) a first launch of a satellite is expected from 1955 onwards. Italy even issues a stamp in 1956. However, the Sputnik surprises, possibly because the booster is transported at the last moment.

After the Sputnik the next step of exploration is the launching of a vertebrate. The telegram contains a news item concerning an offer from a Pakistani scientist: "If people object to dogs being sent out in Sputnik, I in interest of scientific advance am willing to replace animal".
5.2.2 investigation of space

Shortly after the Sputnik a second launch follows with the dog Laika (as laboratory animal). The flight shows that a vertebrate can stand weightlessness. Another worry for human space travel is the effect of cosmic radiation, and solar radiation particularly.

Cosmonauts receive a lot of medical attention: before (the simulation of pressure in a centrifuge), during (measurements during long weightlessness) and after the flight (cosmonaut Tereshkova with her baby Jelena).

The name of the first space traveller (missing portrait on Bulgarian proof) is revealed after the flight: Gagarin. He is the first person - apart from heads of state - to be pictured on stamps during his life time. In 1961 he makes the first space flight (Rumanian postal stationery, sold for 1 Lei with card inside, 1961). Tereshkova is the first woman in space.

In the 17th century Kepler discovers the first obstacle for space flight: space has no atmosphere. In dream flights to the upperworld - as the flight of Icarus (to the sun) and Faustus (failed flight to heaven in the 16th century) - the obstacle is not present yet.

Cosmonauts receive a lot of mail because of their fame. In the Soviet-Union a separate unit of the ministry of defense prepares their answers. The franking machine K-160 is of the ministry of defense.
5.2.3 visiting celestial bodies

One of the most famous celestial bodies has been named after Edmund Halley (1656-1743). In 1682 he discovers a comet (the stamp design refers to this) and predicts its return in 1758. Halley's comet is being heated by the sun once in 76 years only, so it is a body in a very original state.

In 1969, during the first visit to the moon 22 kilogram of material has been collected for research. Only at the last visit so far (the Apollo 17, 11th December 1972) the first geologist, Schmidt, goes along. On the moon he finds - supported by Cernan - orange dust of 3.7 billion years old.

The Russian Luna 2 is the first man-made object to reach another planet in 1959. Mars 3 lands on Mars in 1971 to send the first information from its surface. Three years later the American Mariner 10 is the first to visit Mercury, using a gravity assist from Venus. Voyager 2 takes off in 1977 to fly by Jupiter (1979), Saturn (1981), Uranus (1986), and Neptune (1989).

In 1986 the comet can be visited in space for the first time. Space probe Giotto (also on the color proof on the right) takes color pictures of its nucleus. Spectral analysis is used to identify the chemical elements and processes, to have a better understanding of the creation of our solar system.
5.3.1 stationary satellites

Viewed from Earth geostationary satellites do not move. In 1929 Potočnik is the first to describe such a satellite. In 1945 Clarke describes worldwide communication using three geostationary satellites.

Syncom II is the first geostationary communication satellite. As on the French omnibus-series: it hovers continuously over one position on the surface. Later, Intelsat-satellites realize - hanging above the three oceans - Clark’s network.

Predecessors of the Intelsats are Echo (1960: reflection of signals) and Telstar (first transatlantic video-connection in 1962). Low flying satellites as Telstar are in view of satellite tracking stations for a few minutes only. Cross-gutter from a printer's sheet.

A geostationary satellite has an orbit of 36,000 km high. The lower stationary orbit in the Euromast of Rotterdam (launching at 110m high, orbit at 185m, advertisement on the back of Dutch parcel stamp) is an exception.

The impact of the satellites is big. They symbolize progress, their communications become more and more important. The United Bank of Israel uses this in an advertisement in an Israeli postal stationery booklet.
5.3.1 stationary satellites

The public concern of communication satellites is such that in France space and communications are part of the same ministerial portfolio (see the letter on the right). However, the commerce advances. In 1962/1963 already the Telstars are sponsored (by AT&T). The Astra’s (1988) even are completely private property.

In 1980 Inmarsat starts as an intergovernmental organization for communication at sea. In 1999 four satellites provide the connections for the (by then) private enterprise. The groundstation Burum (KPN) communicates with three of them.

The first completely private satellite is the Westar 1. In 1974 this satellite of Western Union starts to provide connections on the American continent. Electronic mailgrams can be sent.
In 1929 Potocnik creates the first detailed technical drawings of a space station. He elaborates the concept of a 'space station', introduced by Oberth six years before. Oberth suggests rotation to produce an artificial gravity, so many stations have a wheelshaped design. In 1927 he receives the REP-Hirsch-prize for his pioneer work on space travel. REP are the initials of Robert Esnault Pelterie, a french aviation pioneer (see perfin REP on cover of aviation pioneer Breguet), who begins work on the theoretical aspects of spaceflight as early as 1907.

The hologram shows a utopian wheelshaped space station, visited by a space shuttle. The idea to go to the stars with space ships, launched from space stations is utopian still. The text 'Reach for the Stars and the Universe Can be Yours' is printed by the U.S. postal services on request of Astro Sales. The Russians are first to develop a real space station.

First step is docking (Soyuz-3 with the Soyuz-2). Next is transfer (from the Soyuz-5 to the Soyuz-4). In 1971 the first real space station (Salyut-6) is in space. In 1978 the Salyut-6 (launched in 1977) is used by the crews of the Soyuz 26 and 27 - to return in each other's spacecraft.
5.3.2 space stations for a longer stay

In 1973-1974 Skylab - the American answer to the Salyut space stations - orbits Earth. Budget cuts and the defeat of U.S. technology in Viet-Nam stop a follow-up. Only a space shuttle can be developed. The Russians go on and launch the MIR in 1986. It looks like the Salyut-6, with six ports to dock modules. The Mir receives many international visitors. In 1999 the Slovak Bella is one of the last.

The advantage of the Space Shuttle is its possibility to be launched more than once. In 1981-1984 the transport- and landing system of the 'Columbia' is tested and approved four times before it carries the first satellites on 11th November 1982. On this part of the printer's sheet the printer has given his approval. In 1998 the combination of Russian and American knowledge and budgets results in the launching of the International Space Station (I.S.S.). Old spare parts of the MIR are being used in the I.S.S.
6.1.1 development of astrophysics

Astrophysics studies the constitution of celestial bodies. In 1860 Kirchhoff executes his first spectral analysis.

Subsequently Secchi classifies 4000 stars and discovers carbon stars in 1868. Half a century later Saha and Russell apply the quantum theory in the astrophysics and discover that the nature of the solar spectrum and the nature of the stars are being determined by temperature/pressure and mass/chemical composition respectively.

William Herschel's idea about the composition of the Sun make him a predecessor for the field of astrophysics. His son John calculates a measure for solar radiation. Between 1834 and 1838 he discovers 1279 new nebulae.

Richard Stoy is H.M. Astronomer in South Africa between 1950 and 1968. Using photometry he measures colour and luminosity of as many as 70,000 stars. These data are being used to determine age and chemical composition of stars. So photometry supports astrophysics.

After the second world war radio astronomy is developing and stimulates astronomy in clouded Great Britain. For a long time the disc of Jodrell Bank is the biggest in the world. Astronomical radio sources are searched for.

During the second world war Ryle helps to develop British radar. The British suspect the Germans of jamming their radar, but there also is noise from outer space. The Germans work on radar development as well. Flakartillerieschule III is a German radar facility north of Berlin.
6.1.2 visitors from outer space

Where do comets come from and what are they made of? In the 17th and 18th century Descartes and Kant suppose they come into being from...

...dead stars and from primitive material respectively. In 1940 Primus gives the impression that they are heated pieces of material, coming from planets.

The surface of earth also has been formed by a bombing of about 4.5-3.9 billion years ago. A collision with a comet causes the death of the dinosaurs, 65 million years ago. Another collision, as in the movie 'Armageddon' is possible. In 1994 the big 'Shoemaker-Levy 9'-comet hits Jupiter.

As professor-director of the observatory of Leiden, Oort states that the comets come from a cloud of comets (the Oort cloud, 190 billion comets), about 1 light-year from the Sun. In 1956 Oort founds the world's biggest radio telescope in Dwingeloo.

Fortunately most comets keep flying around. This is not the case for three aircraft of the type De Havilland 'Comet', the first commercial jet plane. On the 2nd May 1953 the first aircraft crashes near Calcutta. The cause is a phenomenon unknown by then: metal fatigue.
Comets leave fragments of material in space, that produce flashes of light when they burn up in the atmosphere. So the Eta Aquarids and Orionids possibly are related to Halley's comet.

In 1913 Adelaide observatory looks to confirm an observed unknown comet (1913L), with an orbit similar to the meteor shower 'Come Berenicids.' Official perforation S.A. (South Australia).

In 1943 till 1950 Becvar is director of the Skalnate Pleso observatory. In 1945 his observation of the Urseids causes a renewed interest in this meteor shower of the comet Tuttle.

The oldest known meteorite is a stone that has fallen near Ensisheim in 1492. In 1947 in Siberia the Sikhote-Alin meteorite causes the most craters: 106.

The two biggest meteorites are the irons of Hoba West (60 ton) and Ahnighito (30 ton). The most famous explosion is in Siberia, at a distance of 900 km the meteorite is more blazing than the Sun.

From 1943 till 1950 Becvar is director of the Skalnate Pleso observatory. In 1945 his observation of the Urseids causes a renewed interest in this meteor shower of the comet Tuttle.

In 1912 Von Laue use X-rays to distinguish crystalline structures of meteorites. During the last few decades meteorites are visited in space. The Giotto satellite watches in 1986 Halley's comet.

The flashes of light inspire producers of lamps to use the name 'meteor.' Belgium postal stationery, sold at 50% because of the advertisements.

Meteorites are the fragments of material that do not burn up. A crater in Arizona with a diameter of 1200m is the result of the impact of a meteorite. The postmark 'Meteor, Ariz.' is in use between 1906 and 1912.

In 2004 Stardust collects primitive material within 140 miles of the nucleus of the comet Wild-2.
6.2.1 life on the Moon, our neighbour

The idea of 'life on other worlds' is old and stimulates imagination. In the second century Lukian writes 'Vera Historia', a satire describing a war between the Moon and the Sun. More than 1200 years thereafter, Kues and Magnus write about life on other suns and the Moon respectively. In 1901 Wells puts 'Selenites' on the Moon.

In 1647 however, Hevelius describes in his Selenographia the rarity of the air on the Moon. The portrait on the postal stationery has been derived from Selenographia, page 2.

In 1862 the French astronomer-writer Flammarion (on the epreuve d'artiste) writes about more inhabited worlds. Before this, in 1634 Kepler's 'Somnium' arouses serious interest in this moon-world. Kepler is being stimulated by the round craters, discovered by Galilei.

In 1833 refractor observations of the prominent astronomer Bessel confirm the discovery of Hevelius. There is no atmosphere on the Moon, so there is no oxygen for life such as on Earth.
6.2.2 life on Mars, our older brother

Around 1880 Mars replaces the Moon in theories about extraterrestrial life. Schiaparelli observes 'canali' on Mars in 1877. Based on these and his own observations (from 1894 till 1908) Lowell states that the planet is inhabited.

A combination of three theories results in the idea of 'superior life on Mars'. Darwin states: older species probably are more intelligent. The Kant-Laplace hypothesis says Mars is older than Earth. And finally Kirchhoff proves that planets consist of the same substances. In 'Uranie' (1889) Flammarion describes superior life on Mars.

At the end of the 19th century science is occupied with life on Mars. At the international exhibition of Brussels of 1897 Meunier shows photographs of the 'canali of Mars'.

In 1971 Mars 2 is the first human artifact to touch down on Mars (stamp of USSR), but it crashes. Five years later the Viking 1 lander makes a soft landing, to return pictures and data until 1982. Everyone is occupied with the question: 'Is there life on Mars?', but there is no sign of life, or of intelligent little green men.
6.3.1 Extraterrestrial visits expected

The Copernican system changes Earth into a planet and the stars into other suns. At the end of the 16th century Bruno adds extraterrestrial life to the system. A century later Fontenelle writes about 'more worlds'. In contrast with Bruno, he does not have to face prosecution by the Catholic church.

In the 18th century the scientists Swedenborg and Voltaire write about men of the stars and men of Saturn and Sirius respectively. In 1860 Pasteur searches for life in the Orgueil-meteorite. In 1908 Nobelprizewinner Arrhenius supposes that life on earth has started with spores from space.

In 1947 an American pilot observes a UFO, later described in newspapers as a 'flying saucer'. Flying saucers become vehicles of visitors from outer space. Children learn to recognize them as such (part of sheet of eight Swedish postal stationery cards).

In July 1947 near Roswell (USA) a flying saucer (?) crashes and is being recovered by the 509th bomber group. After years the incident attracts a lot of attention. In Roswell the 'International UFO Museum & Research Center' is even being established. The postal stationery has been printed by private order.
6.3.2 extraterrestrial visits investigated

From 1962 till 1968 Carl Sagan, specialist on the fields of planetary atmospheres and possible extraterrestrial life, works at the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory. The letter from 1965 has been sent to the former chairman of the in 1955 closed Canadian UFO-research project 'Second Storey'.

In 1987-1988 UFO's are observed around Hakui in Japan. The front of the Japanese booklet is the combination of two pictures: a temple of Hakui and a UFO-photo, taken near Kyoto. Radio telescopes support the search for life in outer space (reduced copy of inside).

Secrecy hampers the research. Supposed remainders of the flying saucer of Roswell have been transported to Wright-Patterson air base. The American senator Barry Goldwater tries in vain to get access to this base. In 1970 he writes to the same chairman of the Canadian research project.

From 1992 special congresses are being held in San Marino. The research does not concern UFO's only. As well the map of Reis (ca. 1470-1554) as the Nazca lines raise the question "Were our ancestors/gods astronauts?".
6.3.3 extraterrestrial visits invented

On the 25th July 1957 the Russian air defense reports to have fired on UFOs. It is camouflage for their tests with the SS-6 intercontinental missiles from lake Aral. The missiles fly towards Kamchatka near the Pacific. A major flight center near Petropavlovsk (on the card at the left) tracks them. A few months later the missiles are being used for the surprising launchings of the first Sputniks.

In New Zealand a UFO is seen in 1951. One of their plate flaws is known as 'UFO-variety'. The UFO moves on the stamp (right column). In comics alien visits are invented quite often. In Japan Tezuka's Astroboy is famous. In 1938 already Canada has an extraterrestrial visitor: Superman.

Satellites cause UFO-reports as well. From 1962 onwards the USSR launches Cosmos-satellites as the C3 (April 1962) and the C186-188 (October 1967). In January 1978 the Cosmos 954 crashes (with reactor). After ten months of looking for nuclear materials the Canadian government has only found 10%. Extraterrestrials or mutants?
6.3.4 extraterrestrial energy: the Sun

The Sun is an extraterrestrial source of energy for life on Earth. The 'Sun Life Insurance Company' uses the perforation 'El Sol' in Cuba, 'Sun Life' in Canada.

In the thirties already, sun lamps are available to take care of shortages of real sun light. During the 20th century the importance of solar energy increases. The stamp at the left is a forgery against the post (perforation 10.5), on the right an original example (perforation 13, with watermark).

With the Eclipse of the rising sun!

The Bugles of Battle will sound the Marches of Peace,
East, West, North and South, the long fight will cease;
Then we'll sing the Song of Great Joy that the Angels began,
We'll sing of Glory to God and of Good Will to Man.

A solar eclipse is an impressive event, that attracts lots of watchers. In the case that the Sun would stay behind the Moon, this would mean the end of life on Earth. The 'eclipse of the rising sun' refers to the defeat of Japan in the second world war. The big V-mail-form has been prepared to be put on microfilm, but has been sent and delivered by ordinary mail. The reduction is the result of a similar form that has been put on microfilm. The micro film has been sent by air. Upon arrival the photo has been enlarged and delivered.